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Abstract. Magnetic parts are usually composed of a stack of electrical steel laminations to reduce the eddy current losses.
However, for cost reasons or for specific applications the magnetic core can be made from massive steel and thus manufactured
with adapted processes such as forging. Such process may lead to inhomogeneous and degraded magnetic properties. Therefore,
this study proposes a specific device for characterizing magnetic properties of samples which are to be representative of a
massive part.
The measure is based on the Faraday’s equation to determine the magnetic flux density and the Hall effect to estimate the
magnetic field inside the sample. Practically this is realized with classical components such as Hall probes, a secondary winding
and an electromagnet device. However their combination is unique to perform magnetic characterization on massive samples,
which are less affected by the sampling technique and may have anisotropic properties.
The device is dimensioned thanks to FE-Simulation and validated according repeatability, sensitivity and trueness analysis.
Eventually the characterization is performed on samples with different material parameters showing the effect of the grain size
on the specific losses. The expected effect of the grain flow on magnetic properties is however not proven yet.
Keywords: FE-Simulation, magnetic characterization, massive sampling, material properties
1. Introduction
Usually, in electrical machines, the magnetic core is made from stacked laminations in order to limit
the eddy current losses and improve the efficiency of the energy conversion. Nevertheless, for special
electrical machines, due to cost reasons in mass production, massive magnetic parts such as the rotor can
be incorporated. In that case, the magnetic field is free to circulate in all the bulk, selecting the trajectory
that minimizes the energy consumption, or in other words the trajectory with the minimal global reluc-
tance in the electrical machine. This may lead to complex three dimensional trajectories of the flux in
the material requiring a specific design of electrical machines with non-trivial geometries of some com-
ponents of the magnetic circuit. Then, as the performances of electrical machines are strongly related
to the magnetic properties of the employed materials, the use of massive magnetic parts requires to pay
special attention to the bulk properties of the material [1]. In practice, when designing such electrical
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devices, numerical tools, such as the finite elements analysis, are usually employed. The material mag-
netic properties implemented in these tools may not correspond to the real behavior as they are mostly
considered as homogeneous and consequently the performances of the simulated electrical device may
be different from the experimental one. In fact, the magnetic parts can be issued from complex manufac-
turing processes that may lead to inhomogeneous properties within the same magnetic part. Therefore,
for a more accurate study and/or design of the device, the characterization of the magnetic behavior, by
considering the influence of the manufacturing processes, is necessary.
Regarding the massive magnetic parts, they are usually manufactured with a succession of operations
including hot forging which impact on the magnetic permeability has been illustrated by Ghodsi and
Loghmanian [2]. However, the scientific literature content is mostly dedicated to the study of laminated
electrical steels and the related manufacturing processes. For example, the rolling process impact in
terms of rolling direction and plastic strain on the magnetic properties has been studied by Landgraf et
al. [3] or Hou and Lee [4]. Also, different cutting processes (shearing, laser and wire electric discharge
machining) have been compared by Kurosaki et al. [5] in terms of specific losses and magnetizing force
to reach 1.5 T. In all these works, phenomenological approaches are adopted and the results may be
extended with difficulty to other applications or for numerical modelling.
Another approach consists in considering the inherent material properties, such as the microstructure,
mechanical stress or plastic strain, in order to understand the related magnetic properties. In the litera-
ture, a correlation between grain size and specific core losses has been revealed in several works [6–8].
Regarding the iron losses, an optimum grain size exists for a given material at a given operating fre-
quency because of the antagonist effects of eddy currents and hysteresis losses. Other studies focus
on the effect of mechanical stress and plastic strain on magnetic properties [9–11]. They demonstrate
experimentally that slight tensile stresses (for non-pre-stressed laminations) can improve the magnetic
properties whereas compression stresses and severe tensile stress deteriorate the magnetic properties.
Furthermore, plastic strain, in cold deformation, results in a general flattening of the hysteresis loop and
consequently in a deterioration of the magnetic properties.
These observations have largely been made in case of laminated steels because of their large use
in magnetic core applications. Moreover, magnetic characterizations are most of the time performed
on laminations with techniques such as those described by the IEC 60404 standard [12] (Epstein or
Single Sheet Tester). Other non-destructive techniques have also been proposed [13], but remain limited
in terms of magnetization level and are not adapted to detail material parameters effect on magnetic
properties. For massive magnetic parts, a first approach is the extraction of ring-shaped samples. In that
case, the sample may be larger than the zone of interest in the product. Moreover, for this kind of sample,
the trajectory of the magnetic flux is circumferential which makes the study of material anisotropies
difficult to realize.
In the present work, a dedicated characterization procedure is proposed in order to investigate massive
samples properties. The proposed approach consists in extracting, from magnetic steel billets, paral-
lelepipedic samples, which are relatively massive in order to avoid potential mechanical stress reliev-
ing and also to limit the impact of edge or surface effects induced by the sampling process. Then, the
characterization is performed while the magnetic flux goes though the bulk material and is supposed
unidirectional along the sample, allowing the consideration of material anisotropies.
First, the experimental device is described, along with its numerical study to verify the feasibility and
the relevance of the measurement setup. Then, the measurement validation is performed on the basis
of a sensitivity and repeatability analysis together with a reference measure. Finally, measurements are
performed on selected samples, with different mechanical and material anisotropies, to reveal the impact
on the magnetic properties.
Fig. 1. Schematic of the characterization equipment.
2. Description of the experimental device
2.1. General description
The magnetic properties of a material describe the evolution of the magnetic polarization J in function
of the excitation magnetic field H inside the considered sample. In the proposed approach, the sample
is placed between the magnetic poles of an electromagnet device (Fig. 1). A controlled current source
composed of a function generator (National Instrument USB-6353) and an amplifier (Toellner TOE
7621-60) is connected to the primary winding of the electromagnet device. The amplifier is controlled
to generate an alternative current to generate an alternative magnetic field inside the sample.
First, to measure the polarization J of the sample, a secondary coil is placed on a plastic support in
which the sample can be inserted. This way, the eventual dispersion in measurements, due to different
windings placed directly on the different samples, is limited. The electromotive force v2 is measured
with a voltage probe thanks to Lenz-Faraday induction phenomenon. From this measure the magnetic
polarization of the sample J is determined with the compensation of the flux in the air:
J =
1
Ssample
(
1
n2
∫ v2 (t) dt− µ0HSwinding
)
(1)
where Ssample is the cross section of the sample, n2 and Swinding are respectively the number of turns
and the cross-section of the secondary winding, µ0 the magnetic permeability of the vacuum and H the
magnetic field estimated in the sample. The magnetic field H is supposed homogeneous in the region
enclosed by the secondary winding, that is to say the ferromagnetic sample and the air-gap between the
winding and the sample.
To measure the magnetic field H, two Hall probes are placed above the sample. They deliver a voltage
proportional to the magnetic field H at two known locations in the air around the sample. As a first
approach, a linear extrapolation is chosen to estimate the magnetic field at the surface of the sample:
H =
Hprobe 1zprobe 2 −Hprobe 2zprobe 1
zprobe 2 − zprobe 1 (2)
Fig. 2. Normal curve extraction from centered loops.
where Hprobe i and zprobe i are respectively the magnetic field measured by the probe i and its distance
to the sample surface. The direct output of such a fluxmetric technique is an hysteresis loop whereas
generally, the electromagnetic numerical tools require the use of a single-valued behavior law of the ma-
terials. Therefore, from the measured hysteresis loops, the normal polarization curve will be extracted.
This curve is drawn from the maximum magnetic fields and polarizations of centered inner loops mea-
sured at different levels of polarization, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
In addition, the specific core losses are determined in our case for a given applied magnetic field H:
PH[kA/m][W/kg] =
f
ρ
∫
HdB (3)
where f is the frequency in Hz, ρ the material density in kg/m3 and B the magnetic flux density in T .
Several considerations are observed regarding the experimental device. First of all, the standards rec-
ommend to measure a sinusoidal magnetic flux density whereas in the proposed technique the input
current is sinusoidal. In fact, in the quasi-static conditions, the hysteresis behavior is more dependent on
the extreme values of the magnetic field than on its waveform. Moreover, the sample is 25 mm length
and has a square basis of 8 mm wide, which is considered massive regarding the dimensions of steel
sheets used in Epstein frames. In addition, the extreme surfaces of the parallelepipedic sample must be
as parallel and as flat as possible to limit the parasite air gaps which would increase the leakage flux
around the sample and introduce a strong gradient of the magnetic field H between the poles of the
electromagnet device. Eventually the frequency must remain low (< 0.5 Hz) because of the design of
the electromagnet and also to avoid skin effects in the sample. Since the material investigated is a soft
magnetic steel grade, these considerations lead indeed to a skin depth of about 10 mm which is sufficient,
regarding half of the width of the sample, to neglect the skin effect.
Fig. 3. Distribution of the magnetic field H between the poles of the electromagnet according to the FE simulation.
2.2. Numerical study of the device
A first study of the experimental device is performed through a numerical modelling approach. The
three dimensional electromagnetic problem is solved thanks to a time stepping finite element (FE)
method and using electric potential formulation to consider the electrical conductivity in the sample.
The magnetic behavior law of the sample used in the model is similar to what is expected for the con-
sidered material.
From this model, an investigation on several hypotheses can be performed in order to improve the
understanding of the different sources of errors. The first hypothesis considers that the magnetic field
H and the magnetic flux Φ are measured at the same position. In fact, the Hall probes measure the
magnetic field at two points in the space surrounding the sample and along a given direction, whereas
the secondary winding gives the average magnetic flux density which passes through the surface of the
winding and on a given length of the winding. The Eq. (1) also supposes that the magnetic field in the
sample and in the air gap between the winding and the sample is the same.
The numerical simulation shows that the magnetic field surrounding the sample is not homogeneous.
In Fig. 3, the distribution of the magnetic field is shown in a cross-section located in the middle of the
sample between the electromagnet poles.
The homogeneous center of this distribution (≈ 5300 A/m) represents the sample. Then, by increasing
the distance to the sample, the magnetic field increases to a maximum and decreases. This calculated
magnetic field profile is verified experimentally by moving the Hall probes along the Z-axis (back to
Fig. 1).
The scatter plot of Fig. 4 (blue diamonds) represents, for a given level of the excitation field, the mea-
sured profile of the magnetic field H above the sample, from the upper surface of the sample (origin,
vertical green line) to the limit of the flat surfaces of the pole (vertical dashed line). In this particu-
lar configuration, the magnetic field H inside the sample is estimated with more accuracy thanks to a
polynomial fitting. The corresponding reference value of the magnetic field H inside the sample is the
evaluation of the polynomial function at the origin.
During the magnetic characterization, the linear extrapolation from Eq. (2) is made from the two
positions of the Hall probes represented by the two red points in Fig. 4. The relative error with the
reference value is estimated at 1.32%.
Fig. 4. Magnetic field distribution above the sample : experimental measures, polynomial fitting for the reference value and
current linear extrapolation method during characterization.
However, the air gap between the electromagnet poles and the sample is inevitable. A simulation has
been performed to verify the impact of the air gap on the magnetic field H and its estimation.
Figure 5 shows the simulated profile of the magnetic field above the sample for an air gap of 0.15 mm
between each electromagnet pole and the two extreme surfaces of the sample. The magnetic field H
is estimated either with linear extrapolation according to Eq. (2) or with a third-order polynomial La-
grangian extrapolation and using four virtual measures of the magnetic field. In that specific case, the
error on the estimation of the magnetic field can be reduced from 425% to 105%.
Eventually, another assumption is a uniform distribution of the magnetic flux density in the sample in
every cross section along the length of the secondary winding which is confirmed by the simulation.
3. Uncertainty analysis of the measure
3.1. Sensitivity and repeatability
To evaluate the uncertainty of the measure, two steps are performed: a qualitative analysis and a
comparison with the classical ring core characterization technique.
The qualitative analysis is represented by the ability of the characterization protocol to give always
the same result (precision according Standard ISO 5725-1). The major source of errors is related to
the relative positions of the sample, the electromagnet device, the probes and the secondary winding. A
preliminary experimental sensitivity analysis has been performed. The effect of the following parameters
has been investigated:
– The Hall probes position regarding the sample: along X, Y and Z-axis (Fig. 1),
Fig. 5. Estimation of magnetic field with different extrapolations (Simulation results, air gap = 2 × 0.15 mm).
– The secondary winding position: centered or in contact with a pole (along X direction),
– The sample position in the magnetic poles
It has been observed that the secondary winding position has a minor impact on the measures whereas
the relative position of the Hall probes, sample and electromagnet poles must be accurate. Indeed the
Hall probes must be as close to the sample as possible in order to limit the error due to the linear
extrapolation to estimate the magnetic field at the sample surface.
To go further in the qualitative analysis, a set of ten measurements are performed on the same sample
under repeatability conditions. The following protocol is applied for each measurement:
– Positioning the sample between the magnetic poles,
– Compensating the remnant induction in the magnetic circuit for a given amplitude of the excitation
field,
– Recording the monitored quantities for ten different levels of the input current,
– Post-processing of the measures.
The results associated to the normal curves are shown in Fig. 6 and those associated to the losses, at
an excitation field of 16 kA/m, in Fig. 7.
Qualitatively the Fig. 6 shows slight variations on the normal curves. Considering the ± 2 σ inter-
val, where σ is the standard deviation, the variations in the result is mostly due to the uncertainty on
the measure of the magnetic field H. For example, to compare numerically the normal curves, and as a
first approach, the chosen criterion is the required magnetic field H1.5 to reach a magnetic polarization
of 1.5 T. Considering a cubic interpolation between the measured points, the repeatability of the mea-
surement can be qualified with an average value of H¯1.5 = 2370 A/m and a standard deviation of σ =
99 A/m, representing a coefficient of variation σ/H¯ = 4.2%. Concerning the specific losses at 16 kA/m
shown in Fig. 7, the coefficient of variation σ/ρ¯, with ρ¯ the average loss value, represents 2.13%.
Fig. 6. Normal curves under repeatability conditions for the considered test sample.
Note that, to distinguish the effect of material parameters on the magnetic properties, the calculated
error of precision must be significantly inferior to the variations observed on samples with different
magnetic properties.
3.2. Comparison with another characterization methodology
The precision of the measure has been investigated in the previous section. The next parameter to be
considered to estimate the uncertainty of the measure with the characterization device is the trueness
(according Standard ISO 5725-1). This parameter describes the deviation between the measured and the
true value.
To estimate the trueness of the measure, the results of magnetic characterization with the presented
device are compared to the standard ring core measurement. Measures with both techniques have been
performed on reference samples, taken from the same hot rolled bar in two consecutive slices as pre-
sented on the diagram from Fig. 8.
The material anisotropies and eventual variations in the material properties, due to hot rolling and im-
pact of the sampling technique, must be taken into account. In this kind of billet, mechanical anisotropy
is often qualified with the grain flow, that is to say the elongation of the malleable inclusions in the
matter in the same direction as the flow of matter during the forming process [14]. Hence the reference
samples are taken in a way, described in Fig. 8, that the magnetic flux has a similar trajectory orientation
regarding the grain flow in the billet. Also, the locations of the samples and the ring core are chosen at a
similar radius in order to limit the impact of an eventual variation of the material properties (such as the
microstructure) along the radius. These samples are furthermore obtained using wire electric discharge
machining, which is assumed to have a repeatable and limited impact on the magnetic properties [5].
Fig. 7. Specific losses under repeatability conditions for the considered test sample.
Fig. 8. Position of the reference samples in two consecutive slices, flux direction during characterization and grain flow direc-
tion.
The experimental protocol consists in repeating three times the measurements for each parallelepi-
pedic sample at twelve levels of the input current. The normal curves obtained for the samples are
shown in Fig. 9 where Ri stands for the sample number and Mi for the measure repetition.
Fig. 9. Normal curves for the parallelepipedic reference samples.
The magnetic field needed to reach a polarization level of 1.5 T has an average value of 2190 A/m and
a standard deviation of 142 A/m over these twelve measurements, that is to say a coefficient of variation
of 6.7%. The average value of the specific losses is 0.248 W/kg and the associated standard deviation
is 0.011 W/kg over the twelve measures, representing a coefficient of variation of 4.4%. This repre-
sents slightly more variation than the repeatability measures. The conclusion is that the parallelepipedic
reference samples are slightly different from each other in terms of specific losses and magnetic field
H1.5.
Regarding the ring core samples, the measure has been performed to investigate about the relevancy
and limits of the dedicated characterization device. Three ring cores of dimensions D50 mm× d42 mm×
h6 mm have been extracted from the same bar as the parallelepipedic samples (Fig. 8). The primary and
the secondary windings have been designed to reach a comparable magnetic field range. Each ring core
is measured three times. The characterization has been made using a Brockhaus MPG200 measurement
equipment which controls the magnetic flux density B in closed-loop. Nine levels of amplitudes are
reached from 0.2 T to 1.8 T at 3 Hz. In that case the skin depth is about 4 mm which is still acceptable to
neglect this effect regarding the sample dimension. From the measured hysteresis loops, the bench gives
the information on the normal curve directly. In this kind a measurements, the magnetic quantities are
usually evaluated according to the following formulas:
H =
n1i
lm
(4)
J =
1
n2SSample
∫
v2(t)dt− µ0H (5)
where n1 and n2 are the number of turns of respectively the primary and secondary winding, lm the
Fig. 10. Comparison between the reference samples and the ring core.
characteristic length of a magnetic core according to Standard IEC 60205. Here the secondary winding
cross section is assumed to be the same as the sample cross section.
The comparison between the normal curves from the used dedicated device and standard ring core
characterizations are shown in Fig. 10.
In the standard measures (ring core), the required field to reach 1.5 T is H1.5 = 1425 A/m. In that
case, the specific characterization gives a value about 50% superior. This difference can be explained
by different sources of deviations. Firstly, the samples are not exactly the same. Despite the sampling
methodology presented before, they have not been taken exactly at the same place, so that their material
properties, in terms of grain size, plastic strain or grain flow may differ from one sample to another.
Moreover after the sampling process the residual stresses can be relaxed in a different way due to the
closed shape of the ring core and the open shape of the parallelepipedic sample.
Secondly, the main source of deviation is due to the characterization procedure. On the one hand, at
high level of magnetic field i.e. in the saturation zone, the standard ring core measure becomes inaccu-
rate, for instance because of the inter-turns leakage flux and the axial component of the magnetic field.
Furthermore, for these measures the compensation of the flux in the air gap between the sample and
the secondary winding is not taken into account, and the compensation of the axial magnetic field is
not guaranteed. In the other hand, the error can be imputed to several hypotheses enounced in the case
of the specific characterization. First one major source of deviation is the linear extrapolation which
overestimates the magnetic field H at the sample surface inside the sample whereas the profile shape is
parabolic. The difference increases with a more significant gradient of the magnetic field H between the
electromagnet poles. This is the case at low levels of magnetic field H (< 1000 A/m) or if the magnetic
flux is not well channeled through the sample, for example if the air gap between the sample and the
poles increases or if the magnetic properties are not sufficiently high. Secondly, the magnetic flux is
averaged on the total length of the secondary winding. This leads to an uncertainty on the estimation of
the magnetic polarization J which can shift the normal curve from the reference normal curve.
 Table 1
Magnetic field H1.5 for different grain sizes
Grain size 9 (15 µm) 6 (45 µm) 0 (350 µm)
H1.5 2350 A/m 2250 A/m 2200 A/m
σ (H1.5) 200 A/m 160 A/m 220 A/m
Fig. 11. Micrographs for the two different sets of samples (left: set A; middle: set B; right: set C).
In conclusion, a deviation between the ring core measurement and the presented technique has been
observed. However comparative studies can be performed with this device considered the evaluated
repeatability error. Consequently characterizing different samples using this technique reveals the impact
of material parameters on magnetic properties.
4. Application to massive magnetic samples having different material properties
As explained in the introduction, the manufacturing process, like hot forging, has a strong impact on
material and mechanical properties. The proposed characterization approach is now used to study the
impact of these inherent properties on magnetic properties. The sensitivity of the device is illustrated with
selected material parameters. On one hand, the grain size influence on magnetic properties, especially the
specific losses, is verified and on the other hand, the influence of grain flow on the magnetic properties
is investigated.
4.1. Grain size
Three sets of samples are investigated in this section. The first one (set A) is directly sampled in a
hot rolled cylindrical bar, the corresponding grain size index is 6 ASTM (45 µm). The two other are
obtained after different heat treatments. The set B has been obtained with a normalizing heat treatment,
at a temperature of 900◦C during 10 minutes with air cooling. The obtained grain size index is 9 ASTM
(15 µm). The set C has been obtained with a grain growth heat treatment, at a temperature of 1100◦C
during 20 hours and furnace cooling. The obtained grain sized index is about 0 ASTM (350 µm). The
grain size is evaluated using the intercept segment method according the standard ISO 643. The corre-
sponding micrographs are shown in Fig. 11.
The samples have been magnetically characterized with the proposed technique. The results concern-
ing the magnetic field needed to reach a polarization of 1.5 T are shown in Table 1.
Considering only the mean values, these results may show a trend that the larger the grain is, the lower
the magnetic field H1.5 is, which describes better magnetic properties. However, the standard deviation
of these measures prevents an evident conclusion.
 Table 2
Specific losses at 0.5Hz and 16kA/m for different directions
θ 0◦ 90◦
P16 0.240 W/kg 0.247 W/kg
σ (P16) 0.015 W/kg 0.011 W/kg
Fig. 12. Influence of the grain size on specific losses.
Regarding the specific losses, the results in Fig. 12 show a clear trend that these losses decrease with
larger grains. Considering the given frequency of 0.5 Hz, the eddy current losses seems not significant
and a diminution of the hysteresis losses with larger grain size is expected as found in the literature [6].
4.2. Grain flow
As discussed in the introduction, the literature shows difference in terms of magnetic properties ac-
cording to the direction of characterization regarding the rolling direction for electrical steel laminations.
The phenomenon is significant between the two cross direction 0◦ and 90◦ [3]. In this case, due to the
hot rolling process, the fiber is oriented in the same direction as the cylindrical bar axis. To evaluate
the impact of the grain flow, two sets of samples are taken from the billet according different directions
represented in Fig. 13.
These samples have been characterized with the presented device at 0.5 Hz and the same 12 levels of
input current. The Table 2 shows the specific losses at 16 kA/m for the two sets of investigated samples.
The distance between the two sets is not significant regarding the associated standard deviations.
The Fig. 14 shows the mean normal curves for the two sets of samples. For the direction θ = 0◦, the
magnetic field required to reach 1.5 T of polarization is H1.5 = 2250 A/m with a standard deviation of
160 A/m. Concerning the direction θ = 90◦, the respective values are 2190 A/m and 142 A/m.
Fig. 13. Sampling with different angles to grain flow direction.
Fig. 14. Normal curve for different direction of sampling.
The proposed specific protocol allows to verify that, for this steel grade (with a very low content
of element of addition) for the frequency of 0.5 Hz, grain flow has no significant impact on magnetic
properties.
5. Conclusion
The present work introduces the investigation of a dedicated magnetic characterization device to assess
the influence of material properties. The literature shows many results in terms of impact of the material
properties and processes on magnetic properties for laminated samples. The objective of the proposed
approach is to extend all these results to massive samples, and keeping the possibility to investigate
material anisotropies.
The presented device rests on a classic method of magnetic flux measurement and magnetic field es-
timation. The Section 3.1 confirms that the device is able to give repeatable measures. Nevertheless, the
difference with the measure on ring cores revealed that the magnetic field H seems to be overestimated
and the measures are not quantitative yet. Several trays of improvement of the characterization technique
can be tested. The addition of more Hall probes to estimate the quadratic profile of the magnetic field
within the electromagnet poles can reduce the error due to the linear extrapolation. Modifying the mag-
netic circuit topology or adding a magnetic shielding can also positively impact the spatial evolution of
the magnetic field and make the linear extrapolation relevant.
At the end of this work, an application of the device has been proposed in order to study the impact
of material properties on magnetic properties. Among the different sets of samples investigated, the
standard deviation of the magnetic field H1.5 remains slightly greater than the error of repeatability. The
samples inside a same set have consequently similar magnetic respectively material properties. For the
studied material, the influence of the material properties on the normal curves and the magnetic field
H1.5 are not significant for the investigated parameters. However, it has been shown that the grain size
has a significant impact on specific losses, which is in accordance with the literature.
The illustration can be extended to other material parameters which are also investigated in the liter-
ature, such as crystallographic texture, plastic strain or residual stress. Investigating other steel grades
with more element of addition result in more pronounced inclusions and may show differences of mag-
netic properties according to grain flow.
The immediate perspective of the work consists in improving the protocol with the proposed solutions
and to apply the methodology to other material parameters in order to establish empiric models to predict
their influence on magnetic properties.
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